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Pamwe Chete 2002
in the heart of rhodesia amidst a backdrop of political upheaval warfare and a tumultuous landscape emerges an
epic saga of love duty and sacrifice journey with james an elite selous scout as he navigates the treacherous
terrain of guerrilla warfare loyalty and love when he encounters amina a brave nurse with secrets of her own their
worlds collide in a passionate affair that will test the boundaries of their convictions whispers of the rhodesian
selous scouts delves deep into the human soul revealing the complexities of wartime allegiances and the enduring
human capacity for love and redemption through the fierce battles covert missions and emotional whirlwinds
readers will experience the essence of a time where hope battled despair and love sought its place amidst chaos
dedicated to the real selous scouts this novel provides a vivid portrayal of a forgotten era shedding light on the
unsung heroes of rhodesia and the legacies they left behind dive into a world where every choice can mean the
difference between life and death and where love becomes the ultimate act of courage

Whispers of the Rhodesian Selous Scouts 2023-09-05
the rhodesian bush war had grumbled on at a low key since the early 1960s but it escalated sharply in late 1972
when major infiltrations of zanla guerillas from mozambique began the rhodesian forces found it difficult to
engage the guerrillas using conventional counter insurgency methods because the enemy s tactic was to merge
with the local tribal population this resulted in the formation of the selous scouts whose role was to infiltrate
pseudo geurillas into enemy groups gather intelligence and turn captured guerillas into pro government fighters
the selous scouts accounted for 68 of all guerillas killed or captured during the war

Selous Scouts 1982
the finest account i ve read on the selous scouts andy balaam tells it like it was the fear the terror the adrenaline
highs of combat in the bush chris cocks bestselling author of fireforce from the searing heat of the zambezi valley
to the freezing cold of the chimanimani mountains in rhodesia from the bars in port st johns in the transkei to the
drakensberg mountains in south africa this is the story of one man s fight against terror and his conscience
anyone living in rhodesia during the 1960s and 1970s would have had a father husband brother or son called up in
the defense of the war torn landlocked little country a few of these brave men would have been members of the
elite and secretive unit that struck terror into the hearts of the zanla and zipra guerrillas infiltrating the country at
that time the selous scouts these men were highly trained and disciplined with skills to rival the sas navy seals and
the us marines although their dress and appearance were wildly unconventional civilian clothing with blackened
hairy faces to resemble the very people they were fighting against twice decorated with the member of the legion
of merit mlm and the military forces commendation mfc andrew balaam was a member of the rhodesian light
infantry and later the selous scouts for a period spanning twelve years this is his honest and insightful account of
his time as a pseudo operator his story is brutally truthful frightening sometimes humorous and often sad

Assignment Selous Scouts 2006-01-01
this all new work chronicles the experiences of paul french who upon leaving the british army s 21 sas v sought
adventure and excitement in c squadron of the rhodesian sas upon passing the arduous rhodesian sas selection
course paul was thrown into the maelstrom that was the rhodesian bush war here he participated in the sas s
infamous raid on joshua nkomo and numerous other operations against insurgent liberation forces passing
selection for ron reid daly s elite counterinsurgency specialists the selous scouts the author took part in externals
against frelimo and attachments with the mozambique national resistance paul continued to serve on operations
with the rhodesian sas until the end of the chimurenga in 1980 paul then went on to join the south african defense
force s elite 6 reconnaissance commando a career in private security followed with a series of assignments in
angola iraq and somalia this impressive book pulls no punches it gives a unique and purposefully opinionated
insight into the workings of the rhodesian sas and the selous scouts it tells of the missions that succeeded and of
the many that failed it notes simply and succinctly the sheer stress and danger of special forces operations all of
which were deep in enemy held territory with the threat of capture and death attempts to blow rail lines
helicopter assaults pseudo operations the laying of deadly ambushes and risky parachute inserts are candidly
related accompanied by an unparalleled selection of photographs most of which have never been published before
born in west london paul french first sought military adventure in the county of london yeomanry and then 21 sas
v here paul discovered a yearning for hard work and arduous duty a subsequent defence contract took him to abu
dhabi where he learnt of rhodesia and its attractions holidaying in rhodesia paul took the opportunity to join the
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rhodesian army serving with the renowned rhodesian sas and selous scouts in 1980 paul moved to the south
african defence force joining its elite 6 reconnaissance commando upon leaving the sadf a career in private
security followed an accomplished skydiver paul has thousands of jumps to his credit and still jumps today
married to petah paul has three children he continues to work in the security industry and now lives in the south
west of england shadows of a forgotten past is his first book

Selous Scouts 1984
its members consisted of some of the finest guerrilla fighting men in the western world unconventional in many
ways disregardful of parade ground discipline unorthodox in their dress yet a force so tightly knit in the face of
danger that those who knew anything about them could only marvel the citizen formed in 1973 by the legendary
lieutenant colonel ron reid daly at the behest of rhodesian military supremo general peter walls the selous scouts
were to write their name into the annals of military history as one of the finest counterinsurgency units of all time
through their innovative pseudo guerrilla tactics brilliant reconnaissance operations into zambia and botswana
and daring flying column raids into mozambique feared and hated by the liberation movements zipra and zanla the
scouts wreaked untold havoc and destruction on their soviet and chinese backed enemies accounting for 68 of
guerrilla casualties within rhodesia alone during the bitter bush war of the 1970s uniquely ahead of its time the
regimen a brotherhood of men that traversed cultural and racial barriers their shona motto was pamwe chete
together only was to produce the type of soldier that earned for the unit one grand cross of valour nine silver
crosses and 22 bronze crosses of rhodesia

Bush War Operator 2014-11-19
the memoir of a special forces veteran of the rhodesian war with over a hundred photos included nothing
terrorized russian and chinese backed guerillas fighting rhodesia s bush war in the 1970s more than the famed
selous scouts the name of the unit struck fear in the hearts of even the most battle hardened rather than speak it
they referred to its soldiers simply as skuzapu or pickpockets history has recorded the regiment as being one of
the deadliest and most effective killing machines in modern counter insurgency warfare in this book a veteran of
the unit shares his stories of childhood in colonial africa with his british family documenting a world where foreign
service employees gathered at the club to find company and alcohol leopards prowled the night and his mother
knew how to use a gun eventually he would move to canada only to feel drawn back to the continent where he
grew up there he would be recruited into the selous scouts comprised of specially selected black and white
soldiers of the rhodesian army supplemented with hardcore terrorists captured on the battlefield posing as
communist guerrillas members of this elite special forces unit would slip silently into the night to seek out
insurgents in a deadly game of hide and seek played out between gangs and counter gangs in the harsh and
unforgiving landscape of the african bush by the mid 1970s the selous scouts had begun to dominate rhodesia s
battle space working in conjunction with the elite airborne assault troops of the rhodesian light infantry the selous
scouts accounted for an extraordinarily high proportion of enemy casualties not content with restricting
themselves to hunting guerrillas inside rhodesia they began conducting external vehicle borne assaults against
camps situated deep inside neighboring countries recounting his experiences while surviving in this cauldron of
battle while also relating with dry wit the day to day details and absurdities of the world that surrounded him
timothy bax provides a rare look at this time and place

Shadows of a Forgotten Past 2012-12-19
these memoirs are a 30 year window into the life of someone who patrolled with marine recon in the jungles of
vietnam jumped into action with the rhodesian light infantry s fire force infiltrated guerrilla groups on
counterinsurgency operations with the selous scouts and later waded through the strife in beirut it s not just a war
story though there are stories of three wars of appalling brutality and vengeance embedded in this narrative each
with an analysis of why they occurred and why they came to such a calamitous end for the governments that
waged them but this is also an account of what it was like as an american as a total stranger in these cultures
living through these bloody and momentous events that occurred across several continents and what people had
to endure just to make it from one day to the next it s a story of survival

Selous Scouts 2011
from the searing heat of the zambezi valley to the freezing cold of the chimanimani mountains in rhodesia from
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the bars in port st john s in the transkei to the drakensberg mountains in south africa to the slums of maputo
mocambique and the violence and corruption of beira mocamique to the beauty of the portuguese islands this is
one man s story of his fight against terror and survival in a world that no longer had any use for him or his skills
twice decorated with the member of the legion of merit mlm and the military forces commendation mfc andrew
balaam was a member of the rhodesian light infantry and later the selous scouts for twelve years this is his
account of his experiences whilst in the rhodesian light infantry selous scouts transkei and south african
government his story is brutally truthful frightening and sometimes humorous it is also the story of the final hours
of one of the finest armies in the world the fight for power amongst senior amy officers the fighting back stabbing
and spying as seen through the eyes of the author

Three Sips of Gin 2013-08-19
sas thompson l

The Bleed 2018-08-17
a weapon in his hand is the story of transformation how a man can be used as a weapon of destruction and then
become a weapon of healing in the hands of god keir provides keen insight and illuminates how life as a soldier
and life as a christian man is fundamentally the same an absolutely inspirational testimony of surrender trust and
miracles a weapon in his hand is sure to inspire passion and purpose as we all wear the full armor of god in
boyhood keir tayler found his identity in the rugged expanse of wilderness in southern african rhodesia where his
family lived happily as a young man he left school to join the rhodesian army later becoming one of the first belted
and bereted selous scouts the most decorated outfit in the rhodesian security forces after a catastrophic event on
the battlefield keir found his life dramatically altered physically emotionally and spiritually during his recovery
keir decided to surrender completely to god an act that is unusually difficult for a soldier it becomes the event that
shapes the rest of his life and lights an inextinguishable fire to carry the gospel of jesus christ to as much of the
world as he can

Further Memoirs of a Bush War Operator 2020-03-19
in fighting and writing luise white brings the force of her historical insight to bear on the many war memoirs
published by white soldiers who fought for rhodesia during the 1964 1979 zimbabwean liberation struggle in the
memoirs of white soldiers fighting to defend white minority rule in africa long after other countries were
independent white finds a robust and contentious conversation about race difference and the war itself these are
writings by men who were ambivalent conscripts generally aware of the futility of their fight not brutal pawns
flawlessly executing the orders and parroting the rhetoric of a racist regime moreover most of these men insisted
that the most important aspects of fighting a guerrilla war tracking and hunting knowledge of the land and of the
ways of african society were learned from black playmates in idealized rural childhoods in these memoirs african
guerrillas never lost their association with the wild even as white soldiers boasted of bringing africans into the
intimate spaces of regiment and regime

SAS : Great Britain's Elite Special Air Service 1999
the vicious conflict 1964 79 that brought robert mugabe to power in zimbabwe expert coverage of the war its
historical context and its aftermath descriptions of guerrilla warfare counterinsurgency operations and actions by
units like grey s scouts amid the colonial upheaval of the 1960s britain urged its colony in southern rhodesia
modern day zimbabwe to grant its black residents a greater role in governing the territory the white minority
government refused and soon declared its independence a move bitterly opposed by the black majority the result
was the rhodesian bush war which pitted the government against black nationalist groups one of which was led by
robert mugabe marked by unspeakable atrocities the war ended in favor of the nationalists

A Weapon in His Hand 2015-06-01
when originally published in 1985 this volume was the first scholarly and objective contribution available on
rhodesian counter insurgency it documents and explains why rhodesia lost the war the origins of the conflict are
reviewed each chapter examines a separate institution or counter insurgency strategy directly related to the
development of the conflict concluding with a summary view of the rhodesian security situation both past and
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Fighting and Writing 2021-02-08
it has been over three decades since the union jack was lowered on the colony of rhodesia but the bitter and
divisive civil war that preceded it has continued to endure as a textbook counterinsurgency campaign fought
between a mobile motivated and highly trained rhodesian security establishment and two constituted liberations
movements motivated resourced and inspired by the ideals of communist revolution in the third world a
complicated historical process of occupation and colonization set the tone as early as the late 1890s for what
would at some point be an inevitable struggle for domination of this small landlocked nation set in the southern
tropics of africa the story of the rhodesian war or the zimbabwean liberation struggle is not only an epic of superb
military achievement and revolutionary zeal and fervor but is the tale of the incompatibility of the races in
southern africa a clash of politics and ideals and perhaps more importantly the ongoing ramifications of the past
upon the present and the social and political scars that a war of such emotional underpinnings as the rhodesian
conflict has had on the modern psyche of zimbabwe the rhodesian war was fought with finely tuned intelligence
gathering and analysis techniques combined with a fluid and mobile armed response the practitioners of both
have justifiably been celebrated in countless histories memoirs and campaign analyses but what has never been
attempted has been a concise balanced and explanatory overview of the war the military mechanisms and the
social and political foundations that defined the crisis this book does all of that the rhodesian war is explained in
digestible detail and in a manner that will allow enthusiasts of the elements of that struggle the iconic exploits of
the rhodesian light infantry the sas the selous scouts the rhodesian african rifles the rhodesia regiment among
other well known fighting units to embrace the wider picture in order to place the various episodes in context

The Rhodesian War 2010
this book argues for making african intelligence services front and center in studies about historical and
contemporary african security as the first academic anthology on the subject it brings together a group of
international scholars and intelligence practitioners to understand african intelligence services post colonial and
contemporary challenges the book s eleven chapters survey a diverse collection of countries and provides readers
with histories of understudied african intelligence services the volume examines the intelligence services
objectives operations leaderships international partners and legal frameworks the chapters also highlight different
methodologies and sources to further scholarly research about african intelligence

Counter-Insurgency in Rhodesia (RLE: Terrorism and Insurgency)
2015-04-17
an exciting autobiography about the life of a game ranger special force soldier and professional hunter in southern
africa the book also ends with a discerning look into the work of contract security escort teams in iraq where the
author spent two years

Bush War Rhodesia 1966-1980 2014-07-19
this searing account primarily covers ed bird s special branch sb service in the beitbridge area of southern
matabeleland 1976 1980 encompassing operations repulse and tangent of the bitter rhodesian bush war joining
the british south africa police bsap in 1964 bird cut his teeth on selous scouts pseudo operations during operation
hurricane in 1974 1976 so was well equipped to deal with the insidious escalation of the zanla and zipra
campaigns in the south of the country a meticulous recorder bird implemented and maintained the beitbridge sb
incident log and it is this diary of terror and death upon which bird s account hangs interspersed with detailed
accounts of fire fights ambushes landmine blasts zanla executions traitors and assassinations sb dirty tricks and
turning terrorists although first and foremost an intelligence gatherer bird thrived on combat and against all
protocol inveigled his way onto fire force operations and as an air mobile mag machine gunner on converted
police reserve air wing aircraft decorated for bravery but overlooked for promotion bird s bsap career became
victim to spurious political expedience
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African Intelligence Services 2021-09-27
this unique reference book introduces readers to the causes and effects of the 20th century s most significant
conflicts and explains how the impact of these conflicts still resonates today the roots and consequences of 20th
century warfare conflicts that shaped the modern world introduces students to the causes and effects of the 20th
century s most significant conflicts covering conflicts that occurred in all regions of the world readers will gain
knowledge on the causes and consequences of each conflict and become familiar with the historical context
needed to understand the roots and consequences of these seminal events the text also identifies key opponents in
each conflict and illuminates the reasons why each country or group decided to fight the scope of their
involvement in the war and the impact of the war reference entries on key battles are presented in chronological
order supplying engaging details on the events and people who shaped each war the book also supplies maps of
the key battles to illuminate the strategic movements of both sides of the conflict a lengthy bibliography offers a
wealth of options to readers seeking more sources of information on any of the conflicts

Shadows in an African Twilight 2014-01-29
dirty war is the first comprehensive look at the rhodesia s top secret use of chemical and biological weapons cbw
during their long counterinsurgency against native african nationalists having declared its independence from
great britain in 1965 the government made up of european settlers and their descendants almost immediately
faced a growing threat from native african nationalists in the midst of this long and terrible conflict rhodesia
resorted to chemical and biological weapons against an elusive guerrilla adversary a small team made up of a few
scientists and their students at a remote rhodesian fort to produce lethal agents for use cloaked in the strictest
secrecy these efforts were overseen by a battle hardened and ruthless officer of rhodesia s special branch and his
select team of policemen answerable only to the head of rhodesian intelligence and the prime minister these men
working alongside rhodesia s elite counterguerrilla military unit the selous scouts developed the ingenious means
to deploy their poisons against the insurgents the effect of the poisons and disease agents devastated the
insurgent groups both inside rhodesia and at their base camps in neighboring countries at times in the conflict the
rhodesians thought that their poisons effort would bring the decisive blow against the guerrillas for months at a
time the rhodesian use of cbw accounted for higher casualty rates than conventional weapons in the end however
neither cbw use nor conventional battlefield successes could turn the tide lacking international political or
economic support rhodesia s fate from the outset was doomed eventually the conflict was settled by the ballot box
and rhodesia became independent zimbabwe in april 1980 dirty war is the culmination of nearly two decades of
painstaking research and interviews of dozens of former rhodesian officers who either participated or were
knowledgeable about the top secret development and use of cbw the book also draws on the handful of remaining
classified rhodesian documents that tell the story of the cbw program dirty war combines all of the available
evidence to provide a compelling account of how a small group of men prepared and used cbw to devastating
effect against a largely unprepared and unwitting enemy looking at the use of cbw in the context of the rhodesian
conflict dirty war provides unique insights into the motivation behind cbw development and use by states
especially by states combating internal insurgencies as the norms against cbw use have seemingly eroded with cw
use evident in iraq and most recently in syria the lessons of the rhodesian experience are all the more valid and
timely

Special Branch War 2014-02-19
pirates warlords guerillas criminal organizations drug cartels apocalyptic religious extremists police agencies
terrorists these are classic insurgents whose past present and future is dissected in this important book
contributing writers including martha crenshaw t x hammes russell howard gene cristy yosef kuperwasser and
academics from naval war college marine corps war college and stanford university explore important insurgency
related issues such as domestic terrorism globalization of armed groups children on the battlefield religious
influence on armed fights and more this rich anthology offers scholars and citizens a new way to think about
national and international security as it stands today and its future

The Roots and Consequences of 20th-Century Warfare 2016-09-06
nick steele has been key to the large scale development of private wildlife conservation in south and southern
africa in the politically turbulent times of the 1970s and 1980s this book contextualises this process based on the
personal archives of this politically controversial conservationist
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Dirty War 2017-03-21
the scope of this book is ndebele and shona literature with emphasis on post independence publications african
literature in english has received more critical attention than literature in indigenous languages the former has
occupied centre stage as representing national literature while modern literature in indigenous languages
occupies the intermediate lower stratum that is accorded to national languages in the colonial and post
independence eras the objective of the study is to combine some of the different genres of literature in indigenous
languages in an attempt to understand them on the basis of their common history and culture while colonialism
has promoted and interpreted differences among zimbabwean ethnic communities as evidence of polarisation the
authors here view african language literatures as parts of one great whole

Pirates, Terrorists, and Warlords 2009-07-01
inspired by the book stasiland this work is an attempt to see if some of the state practices that flourished in
communist eastern europe might be replicated in modern ireland it goes into the question of intelligence agencies
what agencies are active in ireland how they harass dissidents their use of modern technology and their role in
secretly supporting paramilitary groups in ireland and around the world it includes a lot of first hand testimony of
state harassment and even torture which is on a par with what happened in countries like east germany finally it
concludes with some searching questions about the real government policies being pursued in ireland

Securing Wilderness Landscapes in South Africa 2015-05-12
a fascinating look at the insurgencies and counterinsurgencies throughout history with a concentration on the
20th and 21st centuries this encyclopedia examines insurgencies and the counterinsurgency efforts they prompt
through history addressing military actions and the techniques and technologies employed in each conflict
significant insurgency leaders and the leading theorists with emphasis on the small wars of the 20th century and
most recent decades the clear concise entries provide a breadth of coverage that ranges from the maccabean
revolt in 168 143 bce and the peasants revolt in germany in the 1500s to the american revolutionary war and the
ongoing insurgency in syria readers will gain a solid understanding of how insurgency warfare and
counterinsurgency coin strategy has played a key role in the u s conflicts in afghanistan and iraq in the early 21st
century and grasp how this important military strategy has evolved during modern times

Zimbabwean Literature in African Languages 2012
european settlers in colonial africa did not have an easy time depending on what they came with theirs was a life
of adventure hardship homesickness disease and sometimes war the title is two suitcases because that is what
most europeans arrived in africa with and subsequently left with from rhodesias unilateral declaration of
independence to the birth of mugabes zimbabwe two suitcases part two the leap into uncertainty book two of this
compelling trilogy continues with the tales and experiences of the krugers and morgans during rhodesias udi
years which were filled with incredible pride happiness sadness and tragedy maybe too much pride sanctions
busting became acknowledged business practice while the vicious bush war became a way of life affecting
everyone from the soldier in uniform to the farmers wife fighting off a night time homestead attack rhodesians
were proud to be rhodesians for the first time the unglamorous but vital part the district commissioners and their
staff played in the bush war is told the two suitcases trilogy has been inspired by authors such as wilbur smith
james mitchener and stuart cloete have you read two suitcases part one colonialism crumbles covering rhodesias
birth from the boer war to udi watch out for two suitcases part three descent into darkness covering the birth of
zimbabwe under robert mugabe to the present day

Orwellian Ireland 2007-10-29
this military study examines the evolution of the rhodesian armed services during the complex conflicts of the cold
war era through the 1960s and 1970s africa endured a series of conflicts involving rhodesia south africa and
portugal in conflict with the frontline states the cold war brought outside influences including american interest at
the diplomatic economic and social level in fighting for time military historian charles d melson sheds new light on
this complex and consequential period through analysis of the rhodesian military drawing on a wealth of primary
sources melson examines the rhodesian military s evolution into a special operations force conducting intelligence
driven operations along the way he identifies key lessons to be learned from this low intensity conflict at the level
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of tactics techniques and procedures melson looks closely at the military response to the emerging revolutionary
threat and the development of general and special purpose units he addresses the critical use of airpower as a
force multiplier supporting civil police and army efforts ranging from internal security and border control to
internal and external combat operations the necessity of full time joint command structures and the escalation of
cross border attacks and unconventional responses as the conflict evolved

Encyclopedia of Insurgency and Counterinsurgency 2013-10-29
first there was the mercenary option now ifor the surgical strike team led by former navy seal garrett walker
returns in an explosive adventure charged with authenticity and suspense covert action formed by a wealthy
industrialist after the terror attacks on american soil the intervention force is a professional strike team called in
on missions others can t or won t undertake ifor has already defused a seemingly impenetrable scheme for nuclear
annihilation now they are called into one of the world s hottest zones in the zimbabwean province of tonga an
outbreak of hemorrhagic fever has u s officials on the alert for bioterrorism walker leads his black ops team into
the heart of danger in the african nation to unhinge the workings of two terrorist kingpins the brilliant russian
pavel zelinkow and al qaeda mastermind abu musab al zarqawi before a cataclysm is unleashed on an
unsuspecting world for hard as nails adventure that will keep you riveted to your chair stephen coonts delve into
the ifor novels from dick couch

Two Suitcases 2017-05-17
a country at war with itself the conquered struggling to find their place in a new order a love story in the unspoilt
african bush jasper jackson has spent his childhood in rhodesia and serves as a selous scout in the war for
independence despite coming out on the losing side he is able to see a future after the politicians institute a new
order he tries to play his roles in building a new country by creating an exclusive safari business with his partner
sophie before long they manage to persuade jasper s old selous partner henry to join them jasper becomes an
expert on the subject of the southern african elephant through his friends in the nation s capital jasper becomes
involved in the corrupt world of ivory poaching working to save the elephant from extinction

Fighting for Time 2021-02-05
during zimbabwe s war of liberation 1965 80 fought between zimbabwean nationalists and the minority white
rhodesian settler colonial regime thousands of black soldiers volunteered for and served in the rhodesian army
this seeming paradox has often been noted by scholars and military researchers yet little has been heard from
black rhodesian veterans themselves drawing from original interviews with black rhodesian veterans and
extensive archival research m t howard tackles the question of why so many black soldiers fought steadfastly and
effectively for the rhodesian army demonstrating that they felt loyalty to their comrades and regiments and not
the smith regime howard also shows that units in which black soldiers served particularly the rhodesian african
rifles were fundamental to the rhodesian counter insurgency campaign highlighting the pivotal role black
rhodesian veterans played during both the war and the tumultuous early years of independence this is a crucial
contribution to the study of zimbabwean decolonisation

Covert Action 2005-08-01
during the decolonization wars in east and southern africa tracking became increasingly valuable as a military
tactic drawing on archival research and interviews stapleton presents a comparative study of the role of tracking
in insurgency and counter insurgency across kenya zimbabwe and namibia

Some Stay, Some Die 2021-07-21
in the ten years since 9 11 a grassroots truth movement has sprung up that unites the best elements of the right
and left the call to resist the secrecy imperialism and the manipulation of the elite has been heard by a wide
spectrum of people across religious and political lines this is a revolutionary moment that has lacked a clarifying
manifesto until now pulling from his personal confrontations with the fbi rudolph giuliani eliot spitzer and dick
cheney activist maverick and investigative reporter sander hicks reaches for a broader understanding of who was
behind the 9 11 attacks he reports the mysterious murder of dr david m graham a shreveport dentist who met two
of the 9 11 hijackers but was then harassed by the fbi and poisoned scientific evidence leads him to take a hard
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critical stance against bush cheney and the 9 11 official story weaving evidence with anecdote slingshot to the
juggernaut is an inspiring ride into the 9 11 cover up and the revolutionary possibilities it inadvertently created
provocative and unyielding hicks examines the evidence draws conclusions and offers a vision for the future of the
united states

Black Soldiers in the Rhodesian Army 2023-12-31
we ve seen the stories of the more glamorous selous scouts the sas and the rhodesian air force but very little
about the rli often underrated but arguably one of the most effective counter insurgency units of all time this was
the unit that brought the fireforce concept to the world s attention the devastatingly ruthless airborne
envelopment and annihilation of a guerrilla enemy dubbed the killing machine by charles d melson chief historian
of the us marine corps the rli was a veritable foreign legion with over 20 diverse nationalities serving in her ranks
the rli a truly international airborne battalion fought the bitter zimbabwean bush war for 15 years against the
overwhelming tide of communist trained guerrillas kill rates don t win wars but during its brief 19 year history it
is estimated that the rli accounted for between 12 000 and 15 000 enemy guerrillas for the loss of 135 men rli
soldiers were recipients of four silver crosses and 42 bronze crosses of rhodesia an rli trooper holds the world
record for operational parachute descents a staggering 73 op jumps most under 500 feet the saints is not intended
as a definitive history but with more of a classic scrapbook feel the presentation attempts to capture the essence
of this fine unit what it was like to be a troopie one of the ouens alexandre binda was born in beira mozambique in
1945 he joined the rhodesian army in 1965 although he had attested into the pay corps he was to get more
operational and combat experience than any of his colleagues between 1968 and 1972 he took part in a dozen or
so deployments with rli and sas combat tracker teams in support of the portuguese army in the tete province of
mozambique countering frelimo and zanla guerrilla incursions from the north he was awarded a military forces
commendation during his 15 years in the rhodesian army he did a four year tour of duty with the selous scouts and
was commissioned in 1979 alex is a keen student of african military history and has written several articles for
lion tusk the magazine of the rhodesian army association he is also author of masodja a history of the rhodesian
african rifles

Warfare and Tracking in Africa, 1952–1990 2015-10-06
with its many tribal political religious and cultural divisions africa has long been a continent at war both with itself
and with others for much of the 20th century there has been a near constant state of military unrest from cold war
proxy wars with soviet and western powers supporting their african allies in live fire incarnations of this
ideological struggle and revolutions against established regimes to foreign interventions under the banners of
peacekeeping and mercenary operations alike bush wars the latest force on force companion brings this hotbed of
unrest to the wargaming table with scenarios orders of battle and background information

Slingshot to the Juggernaut 2012-05-15
product description discussion of armed groups which are considered to include classic insurgents terrorists
guerrillas militias police agencies criminal organizations war lords privatized military organizations mercenaries
pirates drug cartels apocalyptic religious extremists orchestrated rioters and mobs and tribal factions to study
armed groups use of history political science anthropology sociology theology and economics are traditional areas
of research the book also delves into matters of ethics technology intelligence education the law diplomacy
military science and even mythology the book is divided into five sections history and armed groups present
context and environment religion and inspiration thinking differently about armed groups the shpae of things to
come

The Saints 2014-11-04
the unravelling is a gripping historical fiction set in rhodesia now named zimbabwe and the united kingdom
during the late 1970s and early 1980s the novel depicts the military political and tribal intrigues that led to the
country s collapse as its disenfranchised black population took up arms to break free from rhodesia s colonial past
you will meet two young men nick and sipho who have a deep love for the country of their birth and for its
endangered elephant and rhino herds which are facing an existential threat from poaching during the rhodesian
bush war both men had served with distinction with the rhodesian african rifles rar and had become stalwart
brothers in arms after being demobilised from the rar in july 1980 nick goes to study in the uk where he falls in
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love with rachel dixon the daughter of a controversial english businessman sipho remains in zimbabwe he is a
patriot from the ndebele nation he loves his tribal heritage but loves his country more following the disbandment
of the rar he joins the new zimbabwe national army zna and serves it with distinction however despite such
service he becomes the victim of shameful tribal discrimination by the zna hierarchy johannes du toit a callous
white man and a deserter from the rhodesian light infantry flees rhodesia in 1978 when his poaching activities are
uncovered he returns to zimbabwe in 1981 to continue his nefarious activities the four characters meet at mhuka
ranch in southeast zimbabwe in 1981 where a lethal encounter leaves three people dead the truth of what
happened on that fateful day remains unknown to the public but will be revealed to the reader

Bush Wars 2012-12-20
saving the world s flora and fauna especially high profile examples such as chimpanzees whales and the tropical
rain forests is big business individuals and companies channel their resources to the preservation of nature
through various ways one of which is the funding of environmental non governmental organizations engos and
community based organizations cbos this book is the first to comprehensively address this issue and focus on a
dominant theme in environmental philanthropy the links between engos and cbos and their sponsors especially
the private sector it has been argued that donor support is based on recipient s perceived expertise and needs
with no favouritism of flagship environmental organizations as recipients of donor funds a counterview holds that
the private sector prefers to fund mainstream engos for environmental research and policy reforms congenial to
industrial capital the authors show that the debate about these arguments together with the empirical evidence on
which they are based may shed light on certain aspects of the nature of environmental philanthropy the book
evaluates practical examples of environmental philanthropy from africa and elsewhere against philosophical
questions about the material and geographical expressions of philanthropy and the north south connections
among philanthropists and engos and cbos

Armed groups: Studies in National Security, Counterterrorism, and
Counterinsurgency 1983-01-01

Soldiers Without Politics 2023-08-21

The Unravelling 2013-11-05
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